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INVESTI GAT'I()NS OF DIVBli.SION ON TF...E LO\VER
I~IS'SISS.IPPI

RIVER.

Elmer J. Sperling.

INTRO~1[9T'IO~T•

Ear'ly in the spring of 1931 Dr. C. E. BardsleYJ

Professor of Hydraulic Engineering at the llissouri
School of Mines and In:etallurgy. Rolla. Missouri. gained

'knowledge of the fact that, he was to do research work
at the United states 1J/aterways

Vicksburg. Mississippi.

E:x:perime~t

Station at

It occurred to him that if he

could make arrangernents to have .1lIr •. Elmer fT. S.perling.

a graduate Student in Hydraulic Engineering in-the Civil
Engineer'ing Department •. appointed t.o a posi tion in the
Government· Labora.tory" it would be a splendid opportuni ty
for him t.o work out a real research problem for his

masters degree dissertation •
.Tb.is plan was confided to the Head of the Civil
Engineer'ing Department. and then to the Chairman of t.he
Gra,.duat~e.

Commi,tt.ee and mutually agreed upon. provided

the research wer-e directly super'vised by Dr. Bardsley.
a member of t·he Missouri School of Mineaand Meta.ll.urgy

te'aehing s't·aff.

--·2--

T~he

above arrangeulent.s were successfully culminated

wi th 11l".ississippi R.iver C·.onunission and w'i th the Director

of the United states Waterways Experiment Station and
the writer was made the Assistant of Dr. Bardsley who
personally supervised his investigations.
The Director' of the Uni ted states Vlaterways :Experiment st.a t,ion was gratified that the Universi ty of

Missouri considered the River Laboratory on a par with
t.he Research Laborator'ies of the United stat.es Bureau.
of St.andarda where members of its personnel a.tta.in

Doctor's Degrees through cooperative agreements with
the Colleges and Universities.
The Director kindly permi tt:ed the wri ter to us'e as

a thesis the investigations made in the Government Laboratory.
In the summer of 1931 the writer was called to
Vicksburg. lfisaiss'ippi to assist Dr. C. E. Bardsley in

performing very important experiments for needed investigat-ions of means of controlling the lower Mississippi

Valley.

These inves·tigations were earn ed: out in conformity
with the Missisaippi F200d Control Plan to safeguard
this region against disaaterious floods.

The proposed

plan is to conetruet pilot channels in the Boeuf and

--·3--

.

A.t.c.b.alalaya Bas ins that. would take care of the excess

waters from the Mississippi River during the time of
high sta.ges.

In the attempt to determine the effect

of such channels a model of the Boeuf Basin and proposed channel was constructed, also a model for
erosion of the soils

records' the findings.

encountered~

and this thesis

UnfoI~tunately,.

the time was so

limi t.ed that only the Boeuf :Bas in could be investigated.
~he th~ee

principle methods of flood control are;

(1) the -Keep-in Method" accomplished by means of
levees; (2) the ··Keep-out Method tt by use of reservoirs;

(3) and the -Take-out Method& by utilizing diversion
channels.

The investigations that follow fall under

the last mentioned method of flood control.

--4--
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The purposes of this investigation were severally
as follows':

(a)

T-o deter!nine the feasibility of digging pilot

channels to scour out channels through the Boeuf and
Atchafalaya basins of sufficient size to handle the
project flows contemplated for these basins in time of
superflood.

(b)

To determine the best forme of these pilot

chal1nels and the best a,pproximate dimensions.
(e)

To determine velocities conducive to er'osion,

transporta.,tionJ, and deposition; the manner and rate of

enlargement under below-bank. bankful. and overbank flows;
and the character of trace

t~o

be expected after enlargement

of the proposed channels.
(d)

~o

investigate any suggested modifications of

the proposed plan.

--6--

ANALYSIS OF

~

PROBLEM.

The enlargement of dredged channels by the flow of
water through them involves three hydraulic phenomena.
namely. soil erosion. sediment transportation and sediment
deposition.

Transportation and deposition are actuated

by identical laws of friction. gravi tation and com.plex-

itiee of current. but erosion is only distantly related
to the other two.

Much confusion results from failure

to recognize this fact and formulae for nonsilting and
noneroding Telocities have often been applied
crimina tely.

indis~

The principles involved al--e tttose control--

ling some of the least understood natural phenomena.
namely. those arising froDl the flow of water and from the
mechanic~a

of soils.

Defini te prediction as to channel

enlargement under the action of flowing water would require proven theories for both erosion and transportation
and' without tenable theories for both. a· tenab'le solution
is impo·saible.

If a ditch be dug similar J parallel. and very close

to an older ditch it might be expeeted to erode or siLt
nearly the same as the other. assuming that it be subjected to the same condi tiona.

If aubj ec,ted to different

conditions" i.e •• diseimilar flow cha,racteristics. water
of a differ'ent sediment eon.tent. locally varying geology,

--7-~

or even extreme climatic variancea. a different develop":r~e:;'1t

is possible.

It follows that conl:;)arisons vlil1

alvlays be difficult vJ"11ere the pherloIflena of erosion are
enCo-tlntel·ed.

Thus we O.lre forced to drc'.:w joint con-

Clllsions fron) irnper'fect parallels tn nature and froDl

theories of erosion. transportation and deposition as
c-orlfir!ned~

estELblisbed or rnodified by laboratory ex-

periments designed for the specific problem at hand.

In the forrnulation of bypotbesee, past observe.tione,
ml.J.st be c8.. refu,11y
irrefl1te.ble.

considered~

for material evideii.Ce is

Old tbeories may be

used~

but cautiously,

for the true significance of facts may be easily misconstrued.

At the same time it should be realized that

nearly every theory,. thot:tgb a.. ];lparently incorr'ect.

ia~

in the final analysis, underlain by a foundation of

facts..

The procedure adoI1ted for the solution of tbis

rart iCl~la..r l)ro blem has be en to formll1a te hYIlothes sa
from past experience. establish theories by experiment-

ation and verify predictions by application to existing
examples.

Research was made into literature of the subject.
co!)ault~ng

authoritatiTe 'treatises of three languages.

The obj ect was to assemble t he known fa~cts and to find
out what experiments bas been. conducted, along these

l'ines-.J in order to

pr~event

a series of needless

-·-8-~

rel~etitt.one.

Pl1blic8.ti.on.s of the )311reau of Soils, U-. S.

Depart1. .ent of

.4-~BriclJ.ltllre.,

1

were first revi.ewed. 3,nd from

tb.em a prelimi.nclry bi.bliogra!)hy VIas arranged.

P1J..blicoJttone

not available locally were borrowed from univereity libraries,. and refex-ences vlhen not 8.rvailable in .En.glish were

translated by members of the laboratory staff.

As ex-

pected. tbe results of this preliminary research were
largely n.egative J for practically all foreign experience

has been in connection vlith stream transportat_ion of
8c.,nds and gravels. and i t i S on.ly' r'ecently that tbe

American engineer has felt tbe need for greater knowledge of the phenomenon of erosion.

T~nable

of transportat.ion and deposition have been

theories

formulated~

bllt the controlling fa.e'tors of erosion renlain general-

ly tlndetermined and unmeasured.
LABORATORY 11TVE·STIGATIONS.

The investigat.ions conducted at t,he U. S. Water-

ways Experiment Station were designed to utilize the
facts of past experiences and to det.ernline specific.

data relative to the soils encountered along the linea
of the proposed pilot channels..

The experiments fe11

naturally into two general e:1.a:sses" as follows:
(a)

T'es·ts wi t.h a geographical model of t.he

entire Boeuf Basin to determine general aspect.s of

--9--

the problem.
(b)

Experiments with a large, especially design-

ed. tilting

~lume

to obtain true erosional veloci-

ties.

1!J

GEOGRAPHICAL l~ODEL OF BOEUF BAS·IN.

Purpose of tbe experiment. The purpose of this
model was to assist in the determination of the

qua1i~

tative results that might follow the construction of
the proposed pilot channel in the Eoeuf Basin; to aid
in ascertaining the feasibility of the adopted location

of tbis channel; and to indicate possible tendencies
of the water to follow other more natural paths.

Fur~

ther, it was hoped that the model would indicate:

(1)

Those areas in which the bulk of the silt re..

Bulting from the erosion of the channel would be

de~

p·oeited •

.(2)

The direction assumed by overbank flay. and

(3)

The tendencies of these waters to seek new

channels..

Any other and unexpected pertinent information

brought out by test runs through this model were to

re~

ceive careful consideration and to be subj' ected t,o
furtb.er and more detailed investigation.

Mode1. ·With distorted sea1es of ~/IO.OOQ horizontal a.nd 1/100. veriieal. the c··ompleted model att.ained.

--.1.0--

a length of 65 feet and a width of from 8 to 10 feet.
depending upon the actual limits of the basin.

Located

in the approximate center and at presumably the lowest
elevation was placed the pilot
width and 30 feet in depth.

channel~

300 feet in

At the head of this pilot

channel a spillway was constructed.

From the spillway

the pilot channel extended approximately 124 miles to
its confluence with the Ouacrlita R',iver near Columbia.
La.

The first attempt in construction was to use sheetmetal templates set vertical and perpendicular to the
pilot channel at two foot intervals. but this plan was
subsequently abandoned.

Instead. the ~/48.000 map of

the entire Boeuf Basin was pantographed to the model
scale of ~/IO .. OOO'. showing onl'y the 5.. foot contourB~

streams. principal highways. railroads. levees and towns.
Wi th the aid of these enla,r'g,ed maps the relief was

carved directly into the natural loess of the labora,"

tory grounds at the site selected for the model.

Upon

completion of this work. whic:h had required 20 working

days. gage wells wer'e plae ed at lO..foot intervals through..
out the length of the pilot c'hannel and connected by 1/2--

inch iron pipes ,to a battery of manometer tubes that
r'egistered the dep,tbs hy gravi ty.
the disf1guration of the model

Fina,11y. to preTent

8urfac~ing.

it was coated

--·11--

viitr1 a t.hin layer of ceu'lent lnorta,r.

sirnulate actual con.dit.ions of

Spanish

To correctl~'

over~ball'k

roughness,.

loss was gathered from nearby woods and placed

on trle Inodel to cover'" those areas that reulain

in nature.

uncleal~ed

For determining the exact location of these

areas a Inoeaic VIas

~jla.tde

en.tire Boeuf Basin.

of aerial pl10tographe of the

Frevious tests cond:J.cted by this

laboratory bad sbown this moss to be the ideal material
for use in simulating wooded areas on models of this
t~lpe,.

res1.11 ttng~ as it does,. in an almost exact duplica-

tion. of trle

ove!~bank

conditions effecting rate,.. quantity

and characteristics of actual flow.

Tbe flow of

~ater

ttlrougb the model was con.trolled a.nd rneasured by a 90°

Thorapson V-no t.ch vleir, and rninor gage adj l~S trnents were

accomplished by variations in the density of the moss
at controlling pointe.

The discharge from the lower

elld of the Inodel was c.ontrolled by a tail gat,e capable
of delicate

adjllstrrlent~

by ITleana of which backvvater con-

ditiong could be properly simulated as required.

]~jor

tributaries) especially the Ouachita River) supplied
their equivalen-t quantity of v/a.ter from a source independent

of that passing over the control

w~ir.

The model as a

whole was con:structed so as to easily perrrli t any desired

modification of tbe proposed plan with a view of assisting

--12--

in the determination of the best solution of the

prob~

lem involved.
Contemporaneously witb the construction and study
of this model a smaller' model was built. to the same
scales and carved out of the same material., but in..

corporating only the upper

l~

miles of the basin.* One

of the uses to which this model was put was the testing
of various forms of coating to be applied to the

earth~

relief in tbe large model for protection against the
deteriorating action of rain. wind. surface cracking.
etc.

A mixture of three parts of finely sifted sand to

one part of cement with least necessary wa"ter to a.ttain

plasticity was adopted.
Procedure.

The test runs made on the completed

large model were designed to ascertain:
(a)

Ability of pilot channel to carry sediment.

(Bankfull stages throughout.)
(b)

Results from bankfull stage encountering

back-water.
Monroe. )
(1)

(Slightly overbank from just above

Loc,at.ion and relative amounts of sediment

deposits.

*

{2}

Apparent tendencies to erode.

(3)

Direction assumed by overbank flow, and

See Plate NG. 1., page 13.

--.1-3--

Plate No.1. The Auxiliary Model.
Looking north upstream along the Boeuf
channel of the auxiliary model near its
upper end. showing the eff~cts of erosion
of diff-erent stlrface coatings. Wa tar- is
flowing down the Boeuf Basin at a little
more than overbank stage. This model was
sUbsequently abandoned when three to one
cement mortar was decided upon as the
most suitable coating for the model of
the entire Boeu! basin. The scales ot
this model are: 1. l:lO.OOO. and d: 1:100.

--14--

tendencies of these waters to seek new
cba.. nnels.

(4)

Indications pointing to the advisability
of changing the location of portions of
tlj e pi lot channel.

(c) Res'll ts fronl 8uperflood discharge vli th

channel at its present dimensions (itemized as in b).
(d) Results from superflood. (conditiona as i~ b
and c.)
]Lethods.

Tes ts to d et eI'ornine th e

IY.l.OS t

81.1i table

material with which to simulate the movement and deposition of eroded material.s included the use of creo-

sated sawdust t fine
of slacked lime.

sand~

powdered silt and solutions

Due to the comparatively steep slopes

of the model it was found that solutions of lime gave
the best results. although the other media produced
iderltical resul ts in a less obvious manner.' The in-

soluble particles of the lime settled nicely in clearly
definable areas and their wbitness made them equally
discernible in the wooded and the cleared section.

For

the purpose of determining the general direction assumed
by t.he overbank flow.

g~eneroua

quant.i ties of a solut.ion

of I)otaas-ium permanganete Vlere introduced periodically
into the pilot. channel at its or'igin,*and the elouds of

*

~ee

Plate NQ. 2, page 15.
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Plate No .. 2 • . The Geogr"aphical MO'del

View looking north showing overbank flow
in the backwater area at and below Monroe,
as well as minor overflow conditions furtl1.er upstream along the pilot channel. In
the background an operator is inducing a
solution of potass"ium Permanganate into
the pilot channel.

--16--

color thus projected into the flow could easily be
traced throughout their entire course.

This proved so

completely satisfactory that no other mettod wae tried.
~:;pon C omplet i

on of

tile te at runs the silt ed areas

Vfer

e

sprinkled witb neat cement to preserve them for further
inspectioTl.

Results.

The pilot channel as constructed on this

YIlodel vii th tl1e distorted se'ales of 1

= 1/10.000

and d

=

1/100 showed little difficulty in carr'ying all but un-

reasonably heavy introductions of

5ediment~

Continuing

this experinlent over lengthy periods oi time shov/ed, howt

ever, a gradually increasing deposit in the narrow bottom
of the pilot channel throughout its length. resulting
finally in its overflo"t{ at the points

of

lo,\ves·t banks.

Upon introduction of backwater eff'ect limit to just above
l.iTonroe. a.. nd c'ontinuing ban'kfull flow wi thin the pilot

channel. sediment introduced into the pilot channel at
its upper end. wag carried as before up to its entrance
into t.he backvvater pool and then continued at a de-

celerating rate within the banks of the channel, settling
in its entirety within it and eventually filling it with
only negligi ble quant.i ti ee d eposi ting overbank.

Upo:n imposing t'be condi tiona and cantin ling the

cons·tant: int,r'oduct,ion of asOltlt,ion of alae.ked lirned)

*

~ee

Pla.te NQ. 8,

pa~e·

19.

-.17--

/

Plate

0.3. The Geogra!=)hical
l"odel •
..

Gene al view of the Boeu! Basin model
A portion of the
Greenville Bends system as well. as the
beginning of the pilot channel in the
~ lediate foreground.
looking do 11.streaJm.
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minor- ail t depoei ts bec.~ame immediately apparent at all

low places within the backwater area) and as the teat
continued the deposita began to accmnulate along the

valley of the Boeuf River proper.

The greatest deposit

at this stage of slightly overbank flow in the lower
reaches occurred due east of Monroe where the pilot
channel approached Bayou La Fourche to within
feet.

~OOO

The extent of this deposit may b-est be under...

s-teed by a glance at the accompanying photographs.

All.

marked-deposits in the vicinity of the pilot channel were
a-ceompanied by pronounced shoa1.ing within the channel.

al though this never- reached the point of o-bli terat,ion

of the channel.

Tendencies to erode were clearly dis-

cernible where banks were of sufficient height to in..
elude the total flow.

The waters we're tur-bulent. with

pronounced ripples and eddies occurring within these
-reaches.
bank flow.

No tendencies to erode were -noted on the overAs far- downstream as Monroe the over'bank

current merely filled up the low places and continued

downstream

~re

or less parallel to the pilot channe1

but at much lesser velocities.

Passing Monroe. however.

some of the waters ent·eredthe Boeuf River and continued

permanently down that stream.

The greatest tendency to..

ward following a new course eceurred at the point of near

--19--

contact betl1een the pilot channel and the Bayou La
Fourche jl1.St east and

sou~trleast

of lTonroe.

}-T ere

it-

appeared that a greater amount changed its course to
the La Fourcbe than continued do!n the pilot channel.
It

~as

at this place that tte

~reatest

silt deposit

occurl'ed.

t flood etage the picture changed somewhat.* Nhereas during the former stage no great silt deposit occurred above
)osit

~onroeJ

at this sta:e the bulk of all de-

asses over the cleared

land~

in and around Lake

Vi llage.. into and over Lake Chicot" lea,ving considerable

deposit vithin the lake and on the land encircled by the
lake, with the

bu~k

of the silt carried through the south-·

ern outlet of the lake and covering the entire area north

of otter Lake.

From here to beloW'

~onroe

the conditions

are similar to those observed under previous

sta~es~

ex-

cept for the slight additional deposits occurring in
areas not previously flooded.

Below funroe the pilot

channel loses its integrity completely. having filled
the Ouachi ta

passing in a broad stream beyond th.e limits

of the rnodel.
·t a superflood

sta~e

the pilot channel served no

function whatever. quickly silted. and ceased even to
guide the stream.

*

as Plate

~he

o. 4, page 20.

two great de;)oait areas, at Lake
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/

Pla, e No.4 . The Geog raphi cal

odel .

View look ing down strea m from the uppe r
end of the Boeu f Basi n mode l, show ing'
rive r at flood stage s, full overb ank conditio ns, and pilo t chan nel obli terat ed.
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Villaee and east. of _'lonroe s,till

ttle

de~90sit,.

Belo\;'

~;~onroe

c8.. rried

t'be burden of

8:11 other areas sbo\ring decrea.. sed a~ccu.~~'!ulations.

tt1e La FO'urc'be)- tl1e pilot" c'hannel a.. nd the

Boeuf lost their integrity and conbined into one broad
stream from the remainder of the rrodel.
Surrnnary. and. indications.

this model indicated (a)

The test TlJ..ns made throtlgb

the areas recipient of the bulk

of deposit resulting from channel erosion at bankful and
higher stages, waters belol

(b)

the courses pursued by overbank

onroe. (c)

the inability of the pilot

channel to carry off all of the eroded materials at any
sta(]e. (d)

the necessity of w.ak1.ng provisions for main-·

tenance dredoing and snagging subsequent to the operation

of the pilot channel,

and~

(e)

the failure of the pilot

channel to function in even a guiding capacity to flood
discharges.

(a)

t

those stages at

hich the pilot channel

would be bankful to tb.e vic ini t.y of

.1.10 l1ro

overbank from that point through the

e,. and sligrltly

ren~inder

of the

b'ackwater area,_ the great.est. silt deposit VI'ould occur
in the lowlands south-east of

~onroe

and south of

haven and tending downstr'eam in the La Fourche.

]il~-

~'inor

.

sedimentation is observed over all flooded areas~ with

the pilot cbannel completely silting up at the points
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opposite the Monroe
(b)

ar~a.

The course pursued by overbank waters below

Monroe follows the natural configuration of the relief
of the ground. the bulk of the exeess following the La
Fourche and the remainder entering the Boauf.

At t,he

highest flood stages tested these two streams together
with the pilot channel between them form one

b~oad

stream..
(c)

During the lowest stage tested., that is. that

stage at which no overbank occurs at any point through-

out the entire course of the pilot channel. sediment
slowly accumulated in the bottom of the channel until
it had raised the water' surface to overbank stage.
Tne, pilot channe1 had its greatest efficiency when suf-

ficient water was introduced to prod'uc,e bankful stage

to a point just above Monroe. but slightly oTerbank

con~

ditiona from thence throughout its remaining course
through the backwater area.

Here the pilot channe1

maintained its depths nicely except at those points of
egress into the adjoining low lands. when the channe1
'silted up nearly, completely.
(d)

These conditions suggest the necessity of pro..

Tiding for maintenance operation. to be emp'loyed at those

points having .-uttered excessive silting. as well a,s
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sn~gging

operations throughout the entire length of the

channel to remove obstructions lodged by these floods.
(e)

During general overbank stages the pilot channel

fails to function as such in the reaches below Monroe,
and loses its integrity entirely throughout its entire
length upon being Bubjec.ted to super floods.
(b)

EROSION EXPERITJQ1r~ITS ·~~:;-ITH TILTI1fG FLU1~~E.

Purpose...

The purposes of the follow'i:ng described

aeries of tests were to determine the velocities required to erode typical 80ils when placed under different

condi tiona in a laborat,ory testing fl'ume; and to obtain

correspond.ing indices of erosion". and conseCluent, t.end-

encies toward dredged channel enlargements.
The Flume.

A large erosion flume was constructed

to conta.. in actual soil saraples obtained frorfl the fi'eld

and to employ velocities of flow equivalent to those
ant.ieipated in the propoae-d pilot channel.

Its area of

cross section was sufficient to accomodate almost any
conceivable soil placement in addition to those employed
E3..nd hereafter desc'ribed.

The section for erosion was

recessed and provided with a calibrat.ed track in the
longitudinal or' Z direetion upon whic.h the hook ga.ge

and pitot tube ~arriage ran.

The carriage was calibrated

to measure the X and Y dimensions of er'ose-seeti'ons be-
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fore and after erosion.

A template carriage also ran

on this track for bringing the initial section to true
grade.

~though non~erodible

sections were provided

upstream and downstream from the erosion section it
was found that the beat results could be obtained with
the entire length of flume (13.6 feet) filled to the

desired croBs-section with the material to be eroded.
Water was delivered to the flume from the outdoor re...
servoir of the Experiment Station through a twelve inch
pipe. discharging under

water~sealed

head into a large

stilling chamber {4.5 t wide x 4.0' long x 3.0' deep}
provided with baffles.

Water delivered to the entrance

flume was devoid of boils and eddies and started on its
course through the erosion flume under perfect entrance

conditions.

At the lower end of the flume a stilling

weir box witb baffles was provided. and belaw this was
placed a

sharp~creeted

suppressed rectangular Francis

weir. used to check the Fitot Tube measurements.

Prior

to the experiment this weir was c.alibr·ated for th.e entire
range of discharge expected (0.,05 ft. to 0.6, ft. head)
by using the laboratory's standardized measuring tank.

*

In conducting a run the following measurements were
taken at six stations. one foo·t apart in the erodible
section' of the flume:

* see

Figs. en 25, 26 and 2!1.

Ini tial eross--aec.tions at 0.1

Figure No.1.

The Tilting Flume.

An isornetr:Lc pel"spect.i ve of t.he soil erosion

tilting flume.
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Figu re No.2 . The Tilti ng Flum e.
Deta il draw ings of the soil erosi on tilting flum e.
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Figure No.> 3.

Tb.e Tilting Flume ..

Detai1 drawings of the soil erosion tilting flur~e. (Original set-up)
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foot intervals transversely on sides and bed, head of
water on erodible bed. head on measuring weir. pitot
velocity traverse of

mid-cross~section. final

cross~

sections after run. time of run. slope tilt of erosion
fl·'.1me. volu.me of eroded pits. and deptrl of over bank

when

80

run.

~

Samples of the eroded material were

gathered and inspected after each run.

While erosion

was taking place in the flume-. close watch was kept to

ascertain all the physical phenomena of the erosion.
which were noted in the observation records.

the erosion flume set-ups are indicated in the

S'ome of
accompany~

ing sketches.
Tests.

The following tables show in condensed form

the number of teats conducted. the kind of materials

in~

vestigated, and a summary of results as obtained for each
case:
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CHARACTER OF

}~TERIALS

INVESTIGATED AND

~HODS

OF

PLACmOOTT

Test
Source of :Material
Condition of MateriNo. Kind
Locality Station Depth al in Flume!
of
or
1Tumber
of
ConSmoothness
:Materi-project
Sam- dition
of
al
ple
of
compact- Surface
ion and
dryness
1

Sand

Miss. R.

Near
Vicks..

burg
2

Loess

u. s.

Wat- do

erwa,ys Ex--

Surface Compacted
of
then
inundated
bar
12 hours
Near
Surface

Smooth to
template

do

do

per. sta.
3

Lo'ess

do

do

do

do

do

4

L.oeas

do

do

do

Compacted
but left
very dry

do

5

Loess

do

Natural
a·labs of

do

do

do

lO'ess
6·

Loess

7

Loess

8

Clay

do

do

Boeu!
Basin

do

do

Compacte,d

then inundated,
seasoned
three days
do

do

do

3.705

lft. to Compacted
3 ft.

deep

Made to
templat.e
but pi tt.ed
and scratched

to temp-late but
c.hannel sinuous

Made

Smootll to
templa,te
then inundated.
seasoned
t.hree Qays

"
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CHARACTER OF llfATERIALS INVESTIGATED ANTI 1TETHODS OF
PLACIDiIENT

(Continued)
Condition of Materi~
al in Flume
No. Kind of Locality Station Depth C-ondi tion smoothness
Materior
NQmber
of
of
of
al
Project
Sample compactSurface
ion and
dryness
Source of Material

Test

9

Clay
over

130euf
Basin

3705

do

do

do

sand

10 Red Sandy Boeuf
Basin
Loam

4200

Center
L.ine

do

do

do

do

4200
11 Red Sandy
Loam over

sand

Boeuf
Basin

Center
Line
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ERODING VELOCITIES IN TILTING TRAPEZOIDAL EROSION FLUME

Conditions for Erosion in flume
Slope of Mean Velocity
Bottom
Feasibility
Flume
ft./sec.
Velocity
of
Pilo t channel,
ft./aec'.

Test
No.

1

2

Level
do

1.3

1.2-

Insufficient velocity for
erosion

Feasible in
short reaches

No erosion

3

Inclined

4.1

3.6

Not feasible

4

Level

1.5

1.4

Feasible

3.6

Not feasible
for good
development

5

do

4.0

5

do

4.1

Not feasible
for good
development.

7

do

4.0

Not fe,a,sible

for good
development

8

Inclined

9.7

6.0

9

Level

2.2 (sand)

1.5 (sand) Not f'eaaihle

6:.2

4.9

2..2 (sand)

1.5 (sand) Feasible in
loe,a~ reaehes'.

10 Inclined
l~

Level

Not feasible

Not feasible
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At the inception of these experiments two object..
ives were sought:

first, to attempt to create a stand..

ard accelerated erosion test; second. to select a

Btand~

ard erosive material. uniform in texture and locally
abundant.

These objectives were practically fulfilled

in adopting the tilting erosion flume previously

dea~

cribed. and in selecting loess as the standard material
for erosion.

In the following discussion. an attempt

will be made to compare the erosion of Boeuf Basin Soils

with the erodibility of loess.

Of course_ other

con~

ditions equally important arise in the erosion of soils

in tbe Boeuf Basin. in that for great distances the clays
a"re underlain wi th sand which accelerates bank caving.

Experimen ts were also run to investiga,te the latter con...
dition.

First. sand was selected as the material to be eroded
to check up the characteristics of the erosion flume.
This showed re'a.eonable agreement with teats of other

engineers.
Next. compacted inundated loess was eroded; and
questions arose as to whether the teat had duplicated
what might occur in nature.

Subs equen tlY"f; variations

were tried wi th the loess. using i t as a dry,. compac"t.ed
material. and noting the eroding velocities.

T"hen sl.abs
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of natural loess undisturbed and unbroken when taken
from the embankments in the near vicinity of the laboratory were cut. placed in the flume and eroded.
To artificially hasten the processes of erosion.
the inundated loess was scratched and

pitted~

but this

apparently brought about no acceleration of the action.
Next it was thought that a sinuosi ty of cb.annel through

the compacted. inundated loess might accelerate the test.
This did prove to accelerate the erosion. as the convex
banks were in all cases literally shaved off by the
swift current. but the phenomenon appeared to b'e an

unnatural one and was not considered further.

In all

of the testa. however. where velocities were less than
those required to produce shooting flow. tendencies toward natural meanders were observed.
After the preliminary tests. attempting to standardize the procedure and conserve the samples shipped
to the laboratory from great distances and procured in
the field with certain difficulties. runs were made on
clay. sand,. clay over sand •. red sandy loam,. and red
sandy loam over sand.

The eroding velocities 'for each case will be found
in Table 1, and the substantiating data appears

out the rep1>rt ..

through~
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rest.. Number One.
Erosion

~f Mississip~i

River. Sand.

The erosion flume was first filled with Mississippi River sand to determine whether erosion and
transportation would occur at velocities already

known to engineers.

It was found that the bottom

scoured out at 1.4 ft./sec. mean vel.ocity (1.3ft./s eo.

bott'om velocity). and upon consultation of tables on
erosion •. it was found that fine non-eolloidal sanda
should erode at ~.5 ft./sec'.

This indicated that thus·

far the principles of the erosion flume were correct.

The test cannot be taken to indicate that uniform
ation of sand will

OCCeur

evaeu~

in long channel reaches. but

only that the Telocities stated are sufficient to pro..
duce lac.al. bottom movements,.

Depositions will occur

below the eroded section and when covered by c1ay
c1ea will refuse to permit

develo~ment

parti~

in these regions

of deterioration.
Tests Numbers !!Q.. and Three.

Observed Pheno'menaof' Erosion of' Wet C.ompac.t,ed·. Loess.
Veloci ties were buil t up in a,

c'hanne~

lined wi th

wet c.ompacted loess- unti1 measurable erosion oceurr·ea.
we~e

T.he

'eloc1 ties

* see

Plate No. 5, _ ge 35.

me'an Te~ocitl :: .3,2. 1 ·sec·.
bottom velocity' .2B t sec.:.
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Plate 1'fo .. 5. The Tilti11g Flume.

Original set-up of erosion flume filled
with loess ready for a run. It was subseql1ently found that veloci ties could
only be attained sufficient to erode sand.
So the next. step after this was to make a
tilting flume by raising the flume up bodily
and setting it on a fulcrum. Sacks of samples can be seen to the left from the Boeuf
Basin. Hook gage pot and lamp can be seen
on weir box in foreground.
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2.1 • ~ and ~ for the level flume; and 4.33 •
1.8
'. .
2.8
3.60
3.6'7 • and 4.9 for the inclined flume.
3.10
W·

At the eroding

velocity,. the first noticeable erosive effect was a
roughening or slight pitting of the sides and bottom in
contact with the water.
1ine of the

channe~.

No pits appeared on the center

but developed about halfway

be~

tween the center line and the toe of the nearest side
slope.
ha~f

The pit in the bed would first deepen about

one~

inch and enlarge in horizonta1. diamet.er to about

the size of a quarter of a dollar. after which intense
eddy currents would appear.

in the channel was

The interval between pits

approximate~y

ten inches. with bottom

ve10cities ranging from 3.6 ft./~ec. to 4~1 tt./aec.
In a

typica~

pit the eddy currents enlarged the

excavation both. in depth and in plan. following which
enlargement proceeded downstream and toward the nearest
aide slope. at an angle of about 30
line of the

channe~.

o

with the center

Upon rea,ching the mean velocity
bott'om velocity

the side slope. undercutting developed rapidly with

in~

tense lateral currents directed toward the foot of the
slope a10ng the bed of the channel.. ever digging at the
side s'lope and b'oring below bed :Level..

Upon reaching

and digging' into the side slope the current, assumed a
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forward and upward movement, and. when digging. the
return current was mUddy.

The return curr'ent boiled

up and laterally out at about 45° with the center line

of the stream and high up in the main channel.

As the

turbulent eddy current undermined the bank. bank caving
occurred vertic.ally above and downstream from the hole

eroded in the bank.

The work of an eddy. assisted by gravity. may be
as follows':

(ll dispersion of colloidal particles. (2)

the lifting out of the particles and larger pieces of
the bank. and (3) transportation of both particles and
gr"eat masses of the lifted and caving banks.

As the

bank is undercut. just before a great c.ave or slide of

bank material occurs. the stre.am

wi~l

increase in mud..

dinees; then huge chunks of the bank will cave. part of
whicb will. fall into the pot hole exc-&vated and part of

which will be caught in the gwift current and bodily
transported.

Disintegration and transportation occur

quiek1y in the case of sloughed

materia~

trapped in pot

hoLes. and the issuing stream remains muddy'- unti~ the

holes have been c.leaned out..

~"lollowing

this the pot

holes enlarge downstre'am and the currents continue to
attack and undermine the bank.

The process just described continues untiL the
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influence of another similar center of erosion is
reached or until the effect from tbe opposite bank
joins at the center line of the channel.

In a wide

cbannel, of course. tbe influence from the otber bank

would not be so directly effective in the erosive
It was noticed also that bank c.aving occurred

process.

al ternately along the channel.! resul ting eventually in
a sinuous channel.

The following tabulations.

pb~to

erapbs and charts show quantitatively the space dis-

placement of the bed and side slopes.

The flume was

first run for two hours and five minutes in Z5 minute
periods with bottom velocities from 1.28 ft./sec. to
2..8 ft./sec. witb. no measura.ble erosion.

"The flume wag

level throughout this entire test.
Subsequently the flume was run for one hour and

fifteen minutes in a5-minute periods on a slope of
0.063:

first, at 0.1 ft. depth with 3.6 ft./sec.

bottom velocity; second~ at 0.166 ft. depth with 3.1

rt./sec.

bottom velocity; and finally. at .26 ft.

depth with 4.1 ft./sec. bottom velocity.

At the con-

clusion of this last run. it was decided that further
runs would be of little avail as the channel was being
eroded nearly to the wooden flume in places. *

Average eroding bottom velocity for the compacted

*

"ee Plate

G.

6, page 39.
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Plat e No.6 . The Tilti ng Flum e.
Jrain Flum e hor·iz onto.# l,. but. secti on rnol.d ed
in flum e on a slope of 0.063 . Photo graph
sb.QwS' c.~n~i tio~ of cgr.ap~c.tedJ.unund~ted of
loes s 11n~ng afte r 1 15 run 1n perlo da
a5 m each with botto m velo citie s of 3.6 f t l
sec. '" 3.1 ft/se c: and 4.1 ft/se e-. Note
the ainu osi t.y of chan nel and the bank

cavin g near the uppe r end on the righ t
hand' aide .
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loess was 3.6 ft./eee. 8"nd the effective time required
to erode 1.3.025 eu. ft. below the water line was fO:.lnd

to be seventy five minutes.

Reducing this to unit bases

of time and area, we find the material eroded at the
rate of 0.00017'5' cu. ft./sec.

In a channel such as that

proposed for the Boeuf :Basin development should then occur

at the rate of O.OOOI75 X 384 or .0675 cu. ft./sec. in
each foot of length, assuming the bed and side to be

entirely of this materia1.

* see Plate

No.7, "Osge 41.
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Plate No.7. The Tilting Flume.
FinaJl set-up of erosion flume as a til ting
flume.
The length of the flume was 13.6 ft,
bottom width 1.0 ft. side slo~e8 1:1. recessed
erosion section 5.0 ft long. The limits of

tilt were from -3.7% grade to 113.4% grade.
The attainable velocities ranged from 0.5 ftl
sec. to 10.0 ft/sec. Lake spillway leve~ was
at horizontal pipe near top of window in background. Wa"ter w'as led into flume by inverted
12 inch pipe near window. The fulcrum under
flume can be seen. Flume was nicely balanced
at all times and easily tilted with chainfalls shown near lower end. Flume was provided
with calibrated track. self plwnbing manometer
columna for pitot tuhe, observation platforms.
operator's car, and measuring weir with hook
gage. Flume can be tilted while running withOllt shutting down.
The wye-level was used to
ascertain slope of flume for each run. Both
the entrarlc e a.rld lveir measuring boxes W'el-'e
provided with stilling devices. All types of
flovr are attainable in the flume: stea!nline
flow~ Reynoldts critical range, turbulent
flow, and shooting flow above the Unwine
ra."nge.
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FLUME EROSION TEST OBSERVATION SHEET
CO:MJ?ACTED

LOESS~ ..BED

INCLINED.• S

I:

.063

TESTS NOS. 2 AND 3.
Section of soil 5 feet long

l

and 0.5 ft. thick on bed and

1 to 1 side slopes, packed in recessed section flume.

Surface of Boil smooth and true to standard flume
section ..

Depth Mean
Bottom Weir Measureaf
ve1oci- veloci- ment Lengtb
ty
ty
water
2.5 ft.
Run run
o-ver ft.7sec. ft.lsec. Read
(Mine) subbed
0
Jected
sup...
of
Dis~
to
pressed charge
scouring sam..
weir ft. c .. f
action
No. Time
of
of

Total

time
model

.8.

(Rrs.)

fe

,

2,5

Oh25m

0'.100

4.33

~.6

9.12

0.44

25

Oh5 ·

om

0.166

3.67

3.1

0.199

1..~O

8

25

1~5m

0'.2.6

4.90

4.1

0·.25

1.72.,

ft.)

C,'ondi tion of the bed and banks after each run is shown by

·the accompanying profile charts.
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EROSION AND BAlriC CAVING OF WET C01rPACTED L,OESS

1

Stat~on

0

Initial.
2 Section 0.0938
Area.

1

2

4

5

0.0944

0.0970

0.1014

0.1066

0.1114

0.0938

0.0944

O~09?O

0.1014

0.1066

0.114

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

Scoured
5 Volume 0.0000
after
Run No.

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.1744

0.1951

0.2248

0.1111

0.1408

0.0868

0.0800

0.0981

O.~23~

0.0111

O.O~94

0.0834

O.()891

0.1107

O.061a

O.O~02

O.~Q58·

0.3230

O.481~

0.3489

0.3192

sq.

ft.

Area
3 after
Run No.
6
sq. ft.

Scoured
4

Area

after
Run No.
6
8-g. ft.

6

cu. ft.
Area
6 after
0.1806
Run No.
7

sq. ft.
Scoured
7

Area

after
Run!io.
7

sq. ft.
Scoured

B Volume

after
Run Ie.
7

cu. ft.
Area

9 after

Run :No.
&

Sq. ft.

0.3588
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EROSION MiD BANK CAVING OF vVl1T CO!1[pACTED LOES'S'

CONTI1TTJED

Station

S'coUX"ea
10 Area

Q

I

2

:5

4

5

O.la5·~

O.~4S5

0.28&2.

0.1241

0.2015

0.1359

0.2.174

0.2-051

0.1628

0 .. 2.097

cu. ft ..
Total
12 scoured 0.2120
Area.
sg. ft.

0 .. 2286

0 .. 384.3

0.24,7'5

O.2~25

0.2474

0.3065

0.3·1.55

0.2.300

0.2299

1.3025

0.356·0

0 ..1380

0.153,0

0.1094.

0 .. 0406

0.0'2'68

0.2470
above
wat.er
line
cu .. ft.
a"enter... 0.85
1.6 line
deJ2tn

0.1455

0.0 50

0.0587

0.5574

0 .. '18

0.84

0.71

after
Run No.

a

ag.

0.21-80

t:t.

Scoured
11 Volume

after
Run No.

s:

Total
13. Scour'ed 0.22.03'

Volume

cu. ft.
Total
14 Area

caving
bank

above
water
:line.

sq. pft.
Total
15 Volume
caving
bank

0.60

o.

~S12.:

0.92

.....

-

AVo.i:tJepth
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EROSION AND BANIe CAVIl\fG OF VIET CONrPACT:ED LOESS'

(C'ontinued)

Only slight pitting.
Runs 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. No erosion. flume level •

Run 6. depth on flume 0.10 ft.

•
•

7.
8.

•

S~

•

O.156~

It'

0.26 ft. S'

Total time runs 6_ 7. 8.

ft.S

..- • O~)

..- .063)

- • 063)

Above Data

Planimetered
from !Ieasured
Crosa...aections' ..

4a,

= 75 minutes.

A11 measurable erosion occurred during runs 7 and 8
in the last 50 minutes but no doubt there was
some influence from Run No.6.
evacuated mate'rial

*

See

ross-sections on

~ages

wa,.8

Total volume of

1.0599 cu. ft.

46, 4'1, 48, 49, 50 and 51.
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.-1.

.r··LE.Gf:NO

. lniti I sec ion _ _ _

-- __ f",r,t run
Seo ond run ,.. _ ••• _
'\

50S

11 jrd r n

rosa -sec tion (Loe sa) Sta.O .
~he Tilti ng Flum e.'
eros s-sec .ti ons taken at one foot inte rvals trans vers ely with the soil erosi on
tilti ng flum e afte r the desir ed mate rial
has been place d in the flum e. The succ'esa ive c.roas·-Bectio~s afte r the ini tia1
sec·t iona indic ate the conto ur of the materia l erode d afte r ita resp ectiv e run.
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F".rst run
Second un
ThIrd run
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St. I

I.

Cross-section (Loes-s) Sta.l.'
~he Tilting Flume.

'ros&-sections taken at one feat intervals transversely with the soil erosion
tilting flume after the desired material
has been plac.ed in the fl1lIl1e.

The 8UC-

ces's·ive cross-sec.tions after tbe initial
sec.tiona indica"te the c'ontour of the material eroded after ita respective run.

Cros s-sec tion {Loe sa)St a.2.
T'be Til ting Flum e.

aros s-sec tions taken at one foot inter vals trans vers ely with the Boil erosi on
tilti ng flume afte r the desir ed mate rial
has been place d in the flum e. The success ive cros s-sec tions afte r the initi al
sec,t iona indie a.. te the conto ur of the materia l erode d afte r its respe c.tiv e run.
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LEGE: 0
section
"'.r$t rut'

In,ti

--

"econd run
ThIrd run

Sta 3

C~o8e-section

(Loess) Sta.3.
The Tilting Flume.

Croas-sections taken at one foot intervals transversely with the soil erosion
tilting flume after the desired material
has been placed in the flume. The BUCcessive cross-sections a~ter the initial
sec.tiona indicate t.he contour of the material eroded after its' res·pec.tive run.
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0.75

~

O:Z5

o~

o.ZS

0.50

0.75

lOO

I

t

I
\.SO

Loess

Croes'--aection (Loess) Sta.4.
The Tilting Flume.

Crose-sections taken at one foot intervals tra,nsveI"sely wi th the soil eros'ion
tilting flume after the desired material
has been pla,ced in the flume. The successive cross-sections after the initial
sec,tions indic.ate the contour of the material eroded after its respec.tive run.
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015

050

],

025

0.50

0-75

1.00

I

~

Cros s-sec tion (Loe ss) Sta.5 .
The Tilti ng FluE e.
rosa -sec tions taken at one foot inter vals trans vers ely with the soil erosi on

tilti ng flLlm e a..fter· the desir ed rna teria l

has been place d in the flurn e. The success ive cros s-sec tions afte r the initi al
secti ons indic .a.. te the conto ur of the rnarun.
ter~al erode d a£te r its respe ctive
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Tes·t Numbe:r: Four.
Dry ComJ2acted Loess' (Memphis S'il t Loaml

Dry loess from near the surface of a hill on the
u~

S. Waterways Experiment Station grounds was placed

in the erosion flume and compae.ted to true template

form.

This loess was not in its natural bed state as

taken from the hill, but completely broken up in the

handJ.ing.
The loess in this condition eroded out at 1.5 ft./
sec. to a depth of 0.15 foot throughout the erosion

sec,tion of the fll..tme in four minutes.

the bottom was 0.3 foot.

Water depth over

The total volume of material

eroded was 0.637 cu. ft. and the volume eroded per foot
of flume was 0.1274 cu. ft.

Reducing to unit bases of

time and area~ we find that the material was re~oved
at the rate of 0.000288 cu. ft./sec.~ and from this it

follows that in a pilot channel 30 feet deep by 300 feet
wide. development should occur at a rate of .1107 cu. ft./

sec. for each foot of length.
This particular- test has little value beyond showing the eroding velocity of the material in the

des~

cribed condition. and it is possible that the materia1
might assume this state if eroded from its natural bed.
However. we e'annot aceept this

&8

standard because the
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eroding velocity is not sufficient to erode the same
material in its natural state or the wet state that it
might have in a natural channel.
T.'es t Numb er Five.

Slabs of Loess in its Natural state.
Slabs of loess in natural state about one foot
square and four inches tnic.k were c:arefully cut and
the eros ion fl-ume paved wi th same.

The flume was run

at 0.3 ft. depth for 20 minutes with a mean velocity of
2.5 ft./eee. and no erosion occ,urred..

The flume was

then tilted until erosion began; the mean erosive
velocity as measured with the Gregory Pitot tube was
4.0 ft./eee •• and the bottom velocity was 3.6 ft./sec.

--5 L1 - -

_. Hilmber -Six.
~est

Compac.. ted' In'undated Loess with Scratcb.ed and Pitted Section.

For this test

~oess

was inundated and allowed to

season by exposure to the air for three days.

Erosion

was assisted by artificial roughening Qf the surface and
by the formation of holes in the sides and bed.

A mean

velocity' of 4.1 ft .. /eee... was found Bufficient to produce

scour.

Test

Number~

Seven.

Compacted Inundated Loess. with. Sinuous'
In a furtber
tes't. the

at_t~empt

ch,anne~ was made

to

ac'c,e~erate

Channe~.

the erosion

sinuous in the erosion flume.

as indicated in an accompanying aketctl; and a velocity

of 2.8 tt./aec. was run for 30 minutea.

There was no

er'osion of tb.e sides. but a hole was s.'coured in the bed

near- sta~tio,n No. 5 to a dep:tb. of a~.35 ft. as a. result of

impact.

'l'he mean velocity was finalI.y stepped up to

4.0 tt./eec. (bottom velocity 3.6 tt./eec] and the noses
of the mounds shown in the sketeh were shaved off.

The

bed became pitted with many holes at thie last velocit •
Teet !Tumber Eight,.
Cl.ay (Sand 2.0%. Si:tt 19%. Clay 61%) Abe. lIpee:. gr. 2..40

From Station 37Q5
Boeuf Channel..
(1 to 3 ft. deep)
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CLAY FROl\~ STATION 3705 - BOEUF BASIl~ PILOT CHANNEL

DEPTH OF SO IL BELOW SURFACE l ' to 3'
EXPERIlrnThfT 1;0. 8

Section of soil 5 feet long. and 0.5 feet thick on bed
and on 1 to 1 aide slopes, packed in recessed section
of flume.

Surface of soil smooth and true to standard

flume section.

Approach and dischar'ge sections al so

filled with Buckahot.*
1

No.
of

2

Time
of

Run Run.

3
Total
time
model
8ub-

Mina. j e'cted

to

4-

Depth
of
Water

over
bed
of

scouring sample
Hr's.
Ft.

5
!{ean

Velocity

ft./sec,.

6:

Bottom
Veloci..
ty

or

soil after run.
Measured erosion,
if' possible.

ft./sec.

1.8

No erosion

4.5

0.3

1.9a
4.6
6.1

2.0

O.~

6.6

6.1

2.5
3.0

0.3
0.3

7.2,

7.85

5.75
6.2

No erosion
Very slight pitting
in a few places.
not measurable
Same. but for
augmentation of one
of the pits
Same as 4
Two holes started
pitting near foot
of aide elope
same as 6
Slightly more
erosion than No.7.
S'light augmentation
of pits. h
.After lo'50 m run

1
2
3

30
30

1.0

0.3
0.3

3'0

1.5

4

30

51
6

30
30

0.5

5.9

30

3.t>

8

30

4.0

0.3
0.3

8.4
8.8

5.9
6.2

9

30

4.5

0.3

9.2-

5.9

10

1010

2.1.3

0.3

6.6·

5.2

*

?

Condition

See Plate No. 8, page 58.
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CLAY FROM STATION 3705· - BOEUF BASIN PILOT CHANNEL
DEPTH OF SOIL BELOW SURFACE l' to 3'
EXPERIM'ENT NO. 8

(C'ontinued)

2:
No. Time

1

of

of

3

Total
time

Run Run.

model.
Mine. subj ected

4

of

22.• 3

23.3

Bottom
velocity

Water

Velocity

bed

ft./sec. ft./s~c.

over

of
to
scouring sample
Bra.
Ft.

11.• 50
12.. 60

5

.]5ep th Mean

0.3
0.45

'1

Condition of soil
after run. Measured
erosion. if possible.

considerable
erosion.. See
Sketch.
5.45

9.75

No new changes

Slightly more
erosion than
previous run.
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Plate . No.8 . T'he Tilti ng Flum e.
Eros ion of Blue Clay (Buc' kshot ) from sta-

tion 3705 (1' - 3' deep ) of the propo sed

T'hia photo graph was
ta'ken afte r run No.5 of Expe rimen t No.8 .

Eoeu f Pilo t Chan nel.

Up to this time the clay had been expo sed
to eros ion for two and one- thalf hours with
botto rn velo citie s up to 6.1

/sec'.

A hook

gage and Pito t tube is shown in the pieture . Note at this time shrin kage c,rac ks
are appe aring on the side slope s of the
mode l. It will be also noted that the
bed has rough ened cons idera bly. The rubber tube in the rear was used to sipho n
off- the wate r so as no t to cause highligh ts on the phot ogra ph.
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ft./eec·.l.

a meaaurabl.e eros'ion was noted.

Four more runs of 3€>. minutes each at 0.3 ft.

depth were run on the clay with only a slight increase
of the deepest pit.s·.

It was then decided that possibly

more time was required for the erosion of' clay; so for

run number ten the flume was allowed to run for 16 hours
and 50 minutes.

The depth of water in the flume during

this run was 0.3 foot and the mean velocity was 6.6 ft./
s·ac.

(bottom Teloci tYIi 5,.2 ft./sec.).

Obaervat,i.ons made

at the conclusion of this run revealed that the,
surface erosion had been nearly doubled.

ar~

of

After each

rtm cross...sections o-f' the flume were taken and p.lotted
to ascertain the quanti t,ative erosion.

The flume

Via.S

also leveled at the: conc1..usion of run number ten. the
erosion pita filled with water. and the. water siphoned

off through a measuring graduat,e..

~he

weight.ed mean o·f

erosiTe mean· Te~ocitiea was 9.1 ft.!eec.
6. c) ft./s-ee.l.

(Bottom velocity

The measured erosion was 0.3.28, cu. ft.

for the fiTe foot erosion sEaction; tbe' effective eroding

time' was ZO hours.

= O.OOO·QOE).91I.

This' i8 equivalent to
,

5 x

en. f't ./gee. per foot of flume

I;

0.328
2.0 x 60 x
whic.h is

further equiValent to 0.000000493 eu.• ft./eec. :per uni t

area.

And tbe erosioD per aecond per foot of pi10t

60
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channel on this basis wil~ be 0.000190 c'u .. ft ... as-..

surning bottom velocities of about 6 f't .. /sec·. {5.9-6.2..}.

These velocities .. are. of course. higher than c·an be
rightfully anticipated in the proposed pilot channel.
Wi th erosion occurring at the r'ate of .00,019

Cll.

f't./sec.

per unit length of channel in nature. full development
o:f the

pi~ot

channel may be obtained in 1'17 ye.are with

the st,ipulated vel.ocities.

Indications are that no

erosion of consequence wi11 occur at less than six feet
per second bottom

~elocity.

and it follows that if

ve~

locities are kept within limits anticipated for the pilot
c.hanne~ (5.2 fls mean; 3.8 fls bottom) 800 - 1.000 years

will be required for the necessary development to superflood capacity..

Six hundred years will probably be re-·

qnired for development sufficient to ac..c omodate a 15

year

f~ood.

From the irregular increase in size of the erosion
pits with respect to the center line of the channel. it
is appar'ent that a sinuous channel wo·uld eventually be
produced.

Two addition~ runs of sixty minutes each (runs 11
and 12) were made a.t 0.3 ft. depth and 0.45 ft. depth

respectively. attempting to get flow conditions in the
middle turbulent region above the Reynoldts Critie.u
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stage and beJ.ow the Unwine c.ri tical stage.

T'hese runs

produced only slight effects.

Test Number Nine.

ao%. Silt 19%, Clay 6~%)
(From the Boeuf Basin)

Clay .(Sand

Underlain with sand. compacted. inundated. and
seasoned for three days before tested.

Borings were made by the Vicksburg District in the
Boeuf Basin. cOnIDlencing near Arkansas
of about two miles.

was 50 feet.

City~

at intervals

The average depth of these holes

The borings follow along the entire length

of the basin for a distance of' about 124 miles.

F'or

most of this distance the logs of the holes indicate a
surface layer of clay from 12 feet to
ness.

ao

feet in thick-

Below this clay stratum is a bed of saturated

a-and grading somewhat coarser with depth.

In some

c.as es gravel was encountered in bo ttome af holes,. but

.in most cases the holes bottomed in sand.
The ne'xt experiment in the erosion flume was de-signed to reproduce this latter c.ondi tion.

Sand was

packed in below a layer of clay and inundated all night.
Following this. the flume was allowed to season for three
days" when it was evidenced by the formation of cracks
that the clay had a.ssumed its natural granular structure.
at,er 0.5 ft. deep was run

BO

as to impinge on both
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strata. and the flume was given a slope of 0.00184 t.o
l)roduce a mean bottom velocity of about 1.5 ft./aec,.
The mean veloci ty was 2.2 ft./aec.

Observa t.ions were

made lith depth-bed-scope (Geschieberohr), and in five

minutes the approach and discharge se'ctions of flume

were practically cleared of all bed sand.

The flume

was immediately shut down for further observation.*
Tbe immediate observation showed that all of the sand
strata down to the recess in flume b.ad gone out. leaving

over-hanging banks on both sides.

It was noted as the

stage in the flume vas lowered. that bank caving started
on one aide and continued for nearly five minutes.

The

caving was more intense on the left hand bank of flume.
indicating that there had been a longer test range.
sinuosity of channel would have developed.

The more

plastic the material beca.. me on wetting. the less bank

caving was noted.

This was also true with respect to

tranaportabil i ty.

lfext the bott.om veloci ty was stepped

up to 2.5 ft./see. by increasing the depth to 0.8 ft.
The flume wae run at this depth for 15 minu tes..

The

caved material remained wher'e it. fell from the bank

for the most part.

These caved pieces were of

irr-egu1ar shape ranging from chunks 6* :x: 3" x 1.5-
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Plate No.9 . The Tilti ng Flum e.
Sand stra ta was place d below strat a of

blue B.ucl<:sbo t frarn Stati on 3705 J the con-

tact plan e being horiz onta l. The tiltin g
fItnn e was near ly horiz orlta l .. the slope
b.eing 0.001 84. wate r 0 .. 5 ft deep was run,
the botto m velo city being 1.5 ft/se c )mean
velo ci ty 2.2. ft/se c... ). In five minu tes

sand in a_ proac b and disch a.lrge secti ons ha.d
erod. ed out and sand in· era sian secti on was

down to the leve l of the fixed appro ach and
disch arge secti onal leavi ng overh angin g
bank s. When the wate r leve l was let down .
some bank cavin g occu rred as will be notic ed
on the righ t bank .
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to smal ler piec es lesa than 1." in diam eter.

Afte r

15 minu tes- most of the fine r ~aterial had washe d out
but all of the larg er piece s stil l rema ined. The
dept h was then reduc ed to O.~ ft. and velo citie s

stepp ed up grad ually unti l a. botto m velo city of 5 ft.1
sec was attai ned. At this velo city the large r piece s
were wash ed loos e.

Five feet per secon d was found to

the
be also the criti cal depo sitin g velo city as some of
e.
larg est piec es rema ined in the lowe r end of the flum

Thus . for this cond ition the trans porti ng velo city is
proc ess
much high er than bank cavin g velo city. T'his
consu med 20 minu tes.

Figu re 4 shows the cond ition of

the eros ion secti on afte r cavin g bank mate rial had been
the
evac uated . Assu ming a wate r stage of 0.5 ft. in
mode l initi ally . and an ultim ate depth of 0.8 ft •• the
ng
chan nel mod ifica tions took plac e in five minu tes erodi
fiTe
time at bank cavin g velo city. plus poss ibly anoth er
minu tes traD spor ting time at trans porti ng velo city.

Al.th ough deve lopm ent of the·c hann el. was appa rentl y
assis ted by the unde rmin ing of the clay strat a and the
time
subs eque nt cavin g of bank s ,.. it was noted that the
rtant
r-equ ired to disin t.egr ate the c-aved lump was an impo
cOD 'side ratio n.

Prac tical ly the same time will be re-

g
quire d fO'r deve lopm ent of a c'han nel wi th a·n unde rlyin
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sand layer as will be necessary in the first case
considered.

Sand movements being of local importance

only. in a long channel shoal reaches are created below
the regions of transportation and in these places the
clay will tend to deposit and seal the sand.

The gener-

a1 model of the basin indicated that depositions will
occur in back-water areas opposite and below Monroe and
that the channel will completely fill up in this

lQ~

cality.
Test. Number Ten.

(Sand 39%. Silt 40%. clay 21%)
(From the Boeuf Basin Station 4200)
Compacted. then Inundat,ed. Seasoned, Three Days.

The approach section. erosion section. and discharge section of th·e erosion flume were filled .. and

compacted to tenlplate vli th red sandy loam from station
4200 C of trle Boeut Basin pilot channel.

The flume waa

then inundated for 12 hours and afterwards- s'easoned for

three days. cracks appearing in the material in the
in~erim

to indicate the return of the material to its

natural state.
The flume was run for two hours and five minutes
in as minute intervals with a constant depth of 0.3 feet
and bottom velocitiea ranging from 2.3 ft./see. to 4.9
_ft
- •.I sec.

minimum
1..1.
A-t tke

elocity of 2.3 ft./sec. very
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the
slig ht pitti ng occu rred at two place s in the bed of
and
chan nel. Thes e pits start ed from shrin kage crack s
near
this eros ion ~las upstreoar.a from wher e atart ed. and
2.6
the cent er of the chan nel. At a botto m velo city of
the
ft./s ec •• addi tiona l smal l pits appe ared. main ly in
bed but seve ral on side slope s near the wate r surfa ce.
s
In all case s these pits start ed from shrin kage crack

and work ed upstr eam.

At a botto m velo city of 3.8 ft.1

sec •• no new pits appe ared but old ones weI'e sligb .tly
t
augm ented . The avera ge meas ured pit size was now abou

1 inch long by 3 inch es wide by 1/2 inch deep .

At a

mean velo city of 6.2 ft./s ee. (bott om velo city 4.8 ft./
ci ty
sec. ) no furth er chang e appe ared. but at a mea'n velo

of 6.7 tt./a ec. ('bott om velo city 4.9 ft./s ee.) the pits
were grea tly enla rged . and shrin kage crack s along the
toe of the side slope s enlar ged as if they were on the
verg e of erod ing out long hole s. The enlar geme nt of
of
hole s now appe ared to hie work ing down strea m inste ad
upstr eam. and the avera ge size of pit was 2-1/a wide
by

• long b'y :1:- deep .

over the entir e bed.

Surfa ce pitti ng appea r'ed gene rally

The holes start ed on the side

slop es did not enla rge to any cons idera ble exte nt.
In a five foot leng th of flum e the meas ured erosi on
cu.
was 64.4 cu. in. (0.03 '73 c'u. ft.) on the bed and 2.3.8
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in. (0.01376 cu. ft.) on the side slopes below the
water line.

There was no bank caving.

It is to be

noted bere that the bank erosion was 37-1/a per cent.
or 3/8 of the bed erosion.
was 100 minutes.

The effective eroding time

The eroding velocity was 4~9 it./eee.

(bottom). the mean velocity being 6.5 ft./sec.
Reducing the total amount of material eroded from
the flume to bases of unit time and area, it is found
that .000000918 cu. ft./eee. was removed per unit area.
The corresponding volume that might be removed from a
channel 300 feet wide at bottom. and 30 feat deep with
~:l

aide slopes. is O.OOO~54 cu. ft./eee. per unit

length.

It is obvious that, with all material of the

red sandy loam type and with velocities some hat in

excess of those possible. erosion would progress nearly
twice as fas t as in the cas e of the c'lay previously
investigated.

~suming

best possible conditions.

how~

ever. 102 years will be required for full development
of the channel and under normal conditions. with backwater effective to reduce velocities. 500~60Q' years wi11
be neceegary.
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FLUME EROSION TEST OBSERVATION SHEET
TEST ON SANDY LOAM -- S"TA,TION 4200

TEST NO.

£

BOEUF BASIN

~O·.

Section of Boil 5 feet long. and 0.5 feet thick on bed
and on 1 to 1 side elopes. packed in recessed section
of flume.

Surface of soil smooth and true to standard

flwme section.

Also approach and discharse section

filled wi ttl material to b·e eroded.
1

No. Time
of
of

Total
model
sub-

run run
]i£ins. j eo. ted

Depth Ilean
of
water

over
bed of
to
scouring s'am..
ple
action
lira.
Ft.

Veloci-

ty
ft./aec.

Bottom

Velocity

25

2.

25

5-0

:3

25·

lh1Sm

4

25

5

25

m

soil after
run. Measured
erosion it
possible.

ft./sec.

Very slight

o.~·

1

Condition of

pitting at 2
places in
bottom.

O.~

~.3

2,.6·

Additional smaJ.l
pita appear

0.3

5.1

3.8

Pits slightly
augmented

lh40

0.3

6.2

4.8

No further

2bOSm

0.3

6·.7

4.9

m

change

Pita greatly
enlarged.
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Test Number Eleven.
Red Sandy Loam Over Sand

(From the Boeuf Basin)
S'tation 4200

Materials compacted. then Inundated. Seasoned for three
days.

The material. red sandy loam from station 4200 of
the proposed Boeuf Pilot Channel) used in run ten. was
smoothed to template grade (b. 0.916 ft •• side slopes
1:1) in the approach and discharge sections.* In the

five foot erosion section. the lower 0.3 ft. of the red
sandy loam composing the sides and bed was removed.
leaving the upper portions of the Boil suspended on the
flume cleate.

Sand was then packed tightly in place to

act as a support at the bottom after wetting.

In this

was, as before. the underlying sand stratum was repre-

ater was run 0.5 ft.· deep for seven minutes.

sented.

during which time tbe sand washed out to a depth of
0.10 f'eet.

Practically all of the sand moved was

carried out by the current during the first three minutes of the run.
The mean velocity was 2.5 ft./eec. and the bottom
veloci ty was 2.0 it./eee•• which of course was in excess
of the eroding velocity gf sand.

* See Pla.te

No. 1.0, pa~e 7Q.

This. same sand eroded

._ _ rl0__

Plat e No.lO . The Tilti ng Flum e.
8 and e tr'a ta below had
out. Note the addi tiona l bank materia l caved by comp aring with prev ious
phot ogra ph. Also note the caved mate rial
straw n along the bed of the chan nel. The
harmu er in tile back groun d indic a.,ted t~h,e
scale of the pictu re and the relat ive size
of the debri & and caved porti ons of the
side slop es. When this view' was taken ,
the flu_m e bad' been rlln 32 minu tes. tile
rnaximur.a batt'o rn velo city being 2.• 0'/se c.

Red Sand y Loarn af t er
~aahe d

Tbe caved mate r'ial in gene r'al slake d rapid ly. in whic h cond ition . it evac uated read ily.
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at a -rnea.n velae i ty of

,.2.. ft./ sec.

(1.5 ft./s ec batt.om

velocity) under a layer of buc·kshot in

rV.TI

nine,. which

can in this case be taken as the eroding velocity.

The

voluJne of san.d evacuated in approximately four rninutea

by observation was G.4 cu. ft. in the five foot flume
section.

The sand belo\v a depth of 0.10 feet. from the

bottonl of the original channel remained in the flume
after the run.

en the flume was shut down after the seven minute
run, large slabs of the loam

c.~aved

from the bank.

flulue was now run at the same depth for 25

The

minut~es~

wi th

the mean Teloci ty at 2.2. tt./sec.• (bottom yeloci ty 1.9
f t . / sec. ).
The large slabs of sandy loam rapidly disint.egratecl

into small particles whic.h would all be carried Qut eventu-ally at the mean velocity of 2.2. ft./sec. by b,eing rolled

along the remaining bed of sand.

The disintegrated

particles referred to were from 1/2

to 3/4

in diameter.

In concluding this t.-est the flume was gi Ten its
maximum tilt of S • O.13·~S t.o produce a mean 'Vi'eloci ty of
10 .. 5 ft./sec. (bottom velocity of 6.7 ft../sec). with a

depth of water of 0.5 ft.
was 25 minute-e..

The time given the final run

All of the sand and mater-ial c:aved from

the bank was evacuate'd as is shown in the las·t photograph' nnder experiment. numbereleTen.
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RECAPITULATION ~ DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

In the Boeuf pilot channe~ enlargement in the upper
section may occur through both widening and deepening if
sufficient time be allowed for this to occur.

The clay

banks of the di tch may be expec,ted to erode under the

most favorable conditions of operation--assurning annual
clearing and the removal of obstructions--to such an
extent that a bankful capacity sufficient to accomodate
a 15-year flood. may be obtained in 600 years.

Another

400 years will be required for the channel to enlarge
to superflood capaci ty.

If this is the cas e,_ it ceaaes

to be to be river engineering and should be relegated
to the field of geology.

The movement of caved material

will be largely by suspension and only small amounts
will be carried as bottom load.

It is believed that in

overbank and backwater areas. the movement of sand will
be only local and almost entirely in the form of sand
waves.

In the regions of underlying sand deposits the

tendency to meander will be more manifest than in other
sections of the floodway due to the fact that any slight
obstruction or lowering of velocities will cause immediate
deposition with the consequent impingement of the current
a,gainst the oppoai te bank.

It appears that a.s Boon as

the channel rea.ches the backwater" are-a at about the
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latitude of . . tonro e. heavy deposition of aa.llds and silts
will occu.r in the channel and in the Qverba.nk ar'ea.

There is extreme unlikelihood that this material c.an
be flushed out during lovv-wa.ter stages. since it is
only

~)ossible

to obtain sufficient flowage for this

fronl oveI bank wa.ter of the Misaissippi River.

This

1J

will be during flood stages when the backwater effects
will prohibit flushing. and as a consequence there will
be an accumulative piling up of detritus accompanied by

a consequent raising of the backwater curve.

Following

this there will be observed a general reduction of

capacity and an eventual deterioration of the channel.
The eff ect on the Ouach,i ta,. River will probably be a

idening and shoaling of the stream accompanied by more
deposition of silts carried from above.

The assumed channel section (30 ft. deep and 300 ft.
wide at bottom. with 1:1 aide slopes) was indicated to
be as satisfactory as any for the Boeuf

basin.

The

ratio for side slopes (1:1) aas been shown by tests to
be most reasonably advantageous to proper development
of the channel through either bank erosion or bank
c.aving and in addi tion .. certain c.. onstruct.ion advan tages

may be attached to this slope of cut•
.Al though certain ra tea of channel enlargement ar-e
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Given under results of the tilting flume experiment. it
must be realized that these results apply only to t.he

nla terials inves tiga ted in each case and to the same

materials as they were placed in the erosion flume.
Notwithstanding these facts. the rates. as given,. fl1rnish

a good index to what rnay be expected in nature., and it
is probable that similar soils encounter'ed in the Boeuf

Basin will give nearly similar results.

In any case i t

has been foundposs'ible to predict vlhere erosion nlaY or

may not occur and to predict likewise the locations of
probable depositions.

As brought out in earlier' para-

graphs' of this report. each partic'ularsoil must be
tested on its own, merits; it is obviously a mist,a]ce to

a tte'mpt the application of generalities to any specia.l

case or even to the solution of the general problem.

A Bummation of all facts brought out by the many
tests conducted serves to indicate that lit.tle or no
uniform development, of t.he pilot channel in, the Boeuf

Basin nay be reasonably expected.

~he

Boeuf basin

presents a problem in that here a considerably
greater uniformity of soil types is to be found. and
that. the surface layer of soil is underlain through-

out by a sand stratum that may succumb locally to the
action of flowing water.

Here the main
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difficulty is that of moving the eroded sand out to a
final resting place beyond the mouth of the channel. and
of, like ise.

loving out the particles of overlying clay

caved in by an undermining of the banks. and disintegrated
by the force of the ;.ater.

that a

All the investigations showed

idening of channel may reasonably be expected in

Ii it d reaches of the proposed channel. but that on the

other hand there will be many reaches in which little or
Ii

b.n

out that

failure will occur.

The

eJ~periments

also bring

here erosion may occur. it will be followed by

a meandering of the original alignment and a consequent
10 ering of velocities, Which. although destructive to
concave

baJn1~8)

i l l be lesa and less effec·tive in pro-

die ing uniform development of the c'hannel as a whole.
Tb.eobaervat,ions made on the geographical model of the

Eoeu! basin bear out this reasoning and show further that
several extended regions of deposit will be produced.
The net result of all the investigations is to show

the impracticability of the proposed plan and warn against
the expectation of satis'factory pilot channel development.
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